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participant retention: 
FLORIDA HAS TAKEN THE LEAD IN UTILIZING 
INNOVATIVE METHODS TO RETAIN ITS ENROLLEES!
Paving the Way

"Hello, this is Healthy Kids calling, I’d like to welcome

you to the program and speak to you about your new bene-

fits".  Who would have thought that you would receive a

welcome phone call from a state

insurance program?  In the fall of

2000, Healthy Kids launched a

special pilot project aimed at

retaining new program partici-

pants for longer periods of time.  The Healthy Kids’ call

center concentrated on contacting new enrollees.  The calls

gave Healthy Kids staff an opportunity to welcome new

enrollees to the program and to answer any questions that

families may have about the program, including program

benefits, how to access services and premium payment due

dates.

A Step In the Right Direction

Healthy Kids has an important financial stake in keeping

children enrolled in the program and keeping them enrolled

for longer periods of time.  The Institute for Child Health

Policy had these results to report about the project.

Enrollees who received a phone call:

♦ Were 30% more likely to remain enrolled 

♦ Remained enrolled an average of five additional months

longer 

♦ Indicated that they had a usual source of care at higher

percentages than those who disenrolled

Above and Beyond

Based on these positive preliminary results, Healthy Kids

decided to take the participant retention project one step

further.  Beginning November 1, 2001, the project was

implemented for all new enrollees and a yearly follow-up

phone call that coincides with the child’s birthday was

added.

"A phone call that coincides with the child’s birthday is

the perfect opportunity to remind the family of the impor-

tance of annual checkups and preventive care.

Plus, the phone call provides Healthy Kids the

chance to re-establish contact with the family

and answer their questions on a proactive

basis," says Rose Naff, Executive Director.

Call to Action

Healthy Kids, seeking a vendor to tackle the expanded ver-

sion of the successful pilot project, released an Invitation to

Negotiate in September.  Benova, Inc., was the vendor selected

to transform this innovative project into a permanent fixture

of the Healthy Kids program, which began November 1, 2001.

Family friendly hours of operation are planned so that the

maximum number of parents can be reached.

This participant retention project is one more step that

Florida is taking towards ensuring that children not only

have access to quality health care, but they have maintained

that access for longer periods of time.

"The (follow-up) phone call provides
Healthy Kids the chance to re-establish

contact with the family," Rose Naff
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passive re-determination:  
FLORIDA LEADING IN STEADY ENROLLMENT
Simple and Sweet

Since inception, Florida Healthy Kids has utilized a pas-

sive re-determination process when it comes time for fami-

lies to renew their coverage.  This process consists of a

renewal letter sent to each family every six months, contain-

ing all of their account information.  If information changes

are necessary, the family may either contact Healthy Kids by

phone, or mail in the form with the current information.  If

none of their information has changed, the family does not

need to do anything, except continue to make monthly pre-

mium payments.  With this process, no new application is

required!  The procedure sounds relatively simplistic, yet it

has been effective in providing continuity of coverage to

Healthy Kids families for over 10 years.  

The Proof is in the Pudding

Some states conduct eligibility re-determinations at 

six-month or twelve-month intervals, at which time families

must submit an entire application, regardless of whether

their information has changed.  No other state duplicates

Florida’s purely passive process, nor does any state have 

the results that Florida can demonstrate on retention at 

re-certification.  

look what’s coming — one more innovation in the works…
On a Mission to Serve

This summer, Healthy Kids launched an on-line applica-

tion pilot project.  Five sites were selected to test the idea of

allowing families to apply for coverage over the Internet, with

the assistance of a trained volunteer.  The sites were chosen

based on the diversity of clients that they serve.

Gearing Up

On October 11, 2001,

Healthy Kids hosted its first

Innovations Conference in

Tallahassee.  The conference

focused on the recently launched on-line application pilot

projects, as well as the innovative approaches to electronic

applications being taken by other states.  Speakers from

Colorado, Georgia, Pennsylvania and Texas showcased their

programs and discussed the different challenges of their own

online application process.

As the online project in Florida evolves, there is always

new technology to consider as well as the advantages and 

disadvantages of each choice.  Attendees had a unique 

opportunity to consider all the possibilities that the Internet

could offer and to build their wish lists for Florida’s future 

in online applications.

School

Community

Health Department

Hospital

Special Populations

Pilot Project Participants

Santa Rosa County Schools

Healthy Families, Volusia County

Leon County 
Health Department

Joe DiMaggio Children’s Hospital, 
Broward County

JMH Health Plan/Public 
Health Trust of Dade County
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This graph shows that with passive re-determination,

Florida’s disenrollment rate remains steady from month to

month.

Besides the administrative savings that come from not

processing multiple applications from the same family, it has

also meant that fewer families are dropped from coverage for

not submitting a new application at renewal time.

The study that identified the differences in disenrollment

rates among a sample of states where a family is required to

submit an entirely new application found that:

♦ 50% of the participants disenroll due to the re-certifica-

tion process 

♦ 45% of the families return to the programs within two

months following disenrollment 

This re-enrollment indicates that the family did not 

terminate coverage due to dissatisfaction or obtaining 

other coverage, but that once they had complied with 

the re-certification requirements in their state, they 

re-entered the programs.
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